INTRO TO PCI TRACK DAYS
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AGENDA
 What is a PCI Track Day?
 Who runs it?
 Who attends?
 What Porsches attend?
 What will you learn?
 FAQs
 What happens at a PCI Track Day?
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WHAT IS A PCI TRACK DAY?
 Learn to drive your car at fast pace on

a paved track staffed with Marshalls
with safety equipment.
 Any Porsche is acceptable. Helmets

are required. No special gear needed.
 Classroom coaching (may be held via

Zoom) will show you the fastest way
around the track for your Porsche.
 Open Pit Lane, with 15-20 minute

stints on track recommended.
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WHO RUNS IT?

 PCI Volunteers
 Motorsport Officer - organises the

event
 Many coaches to help you learn to

drive better.
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WHO ATTENDS?
 Drivers who want to enjoy the

performance of their Porsche in a safe
and controlled environment.

 Drivers who want to become better

drivers on the road in various driving
conditions.

 Drivers who want to prepare for

various competitive high performance
driving events such as time trials and
club racing.

 Drivers who want to learn more about

the technology of their Porsche.

 Drivers who want enjoy their

Porsches with some friends — new
and old.
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WHICH PORSCHES
ATTEND?
 All Porsches are welcome:

Cayennes, Macans, Taycans,
Caymans, Boxsters, 911s, GT cars,
912s, 914s, 924s, 928s, 944s,
Panameras, and more.
 No changes, modifications, or

upgrades are required. PCI
discourages track tyres or racing
rubber
 PCI encourages regular

maintenance such as fluids
replacement. A safety inspection
can confirm that your Porsche is
ready for high speeds.
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WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
Fastest way around a track:
 Best line - turn in, apex, and track

out.
 Braking techniques - straight line,

threshold, and trail braking.
 Weight transfer.
 Car control.
 Car rotation.
 Track procedures, including Marshall

Post flags, hot pit procedures, and the
like.
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FAQ: IS IT TOO HARD ON MY
PORSCHE?
 All Porsches are made for high

performance driving.
 You will use some of your Porsche’s

tyres and brake pads — but if you
come with reasonable levels you will
also leave with reasonable levels.
 Many high mileage and older

Porsches are comfortable and very
capable on track.
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FAQ: WHAT ABOUT THE OTHER
FOLKS?
 Strict rule enforcement —

monitored by PCI staff, coaches,
and Marshalls—nothing goes
unnoticed.
 Overtaking rules eliminate the

uncertainty of “racing”.
 Black flags help control any who

do not follow the rules.
 Two spin rule.
 Bad attitude rule.
 Grouping based on experience

and skill may be introduced.
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FAQ: WILL I CRASH MY CAR?
 Nobody wants to crash their car.

Only Members and only Porsches
are on track with you.
 Very low likelihood and rate of

incidents.
 100% of participants agree that

they have become better and
safer drivers on the road.
 Track insurance is generally

available. Not many buy it because
is rarely needed.
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FAQ: AREN’T TRACK DAYS
ONLY FOR RACERS?
 Everyone can improve their driving

skills
 The vast majority of Porsches on

track are unmodified from how they
left the Porsche factory—no changes
or modifications are required.
 Knowing the limits of your Porsche

can help you avoid accidents on the
street.
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WHAT HAPPENS AT A TRACK
DAY?
 Drivers briefing (may be held on Zoom

in advance of the event) to go over
Marshall Post flags, passing rules, and
plans for the day.
 Chalk talks during the day if permitted

by COVID-19 protocols and sociallydistanced coaching sessions when not
on track.
 Lots of camaraderie and bench driving.
 In-car coaching when permitted.
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Q &A
 Questions?
 Concerns?
 Will you join a Track Day?
 If not, why not?
 What’s the #1 goal of a Track Day?
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